
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: 1 Corinthians 5.6 – 6.8: Some Notes 

There is quite a lot of both theology and conduct to think about.  Much of it remains 

relevant, though most churches today aren’t in communities where going to court is a daily 

norm, or where both male and female prostitutes are very much “in your face”.    Maybe 

there are still a number of churches, which rightly or wrongly, see themselves at odds with 

the world they live in – and therefore face the choice between trying to change the world or 

keep away from the world.  It is interesting to see how JWs are adjusting their outreach in a 

Covid situation, but still effectively saying “If you too think the world is getting it wrong, 

come apart with us”.   JW’s are probably much more likely than the average C of E church to 

go through a process of removing from the fellowship a member whose moral standards 

don’t come up to expectations. 

A number of commentators think Paul is having to explain an earlier letter from him which 

had been wrongly taken to mean “Don’t associate with pagans, because pagans are immoral 

and will drag you down”.  Whereas what he had actually said was, don’t return to the 

immorality you have claimed to put behind you. 

First, a bit about leaven, and the think between Jesus and the no-leaven Passover.  My guess 

is that’ like me, you tend to think of leaven as a good thing, and as being in Christian picture 

language about being a good influence – raising group standards.  Here, as quite often in the 

Bible, the link is fermentation – putrefaction – bad thing.  Quite possibly, our Spring 

Cleaning goes back to getting rid off the leaven round about April 14th for Passover. (Pause 

for a little aside: the local Rabbi used to get a local priest to keep his leaven in the priest’s 

fridge during Passover, rather than throwing it out.)  The Jesus link, of course, is that 

Crucifixion was timed for Passover: Jesus the Righteous One dying to save us from the 

leaven of unrighteousness.   Paul is so passionate about the Corinthians not lapsing back 

into bad old ways, because he sees this as a slap in the face for Jesus.  Think someone 

rescuing you from drowning, and losing His/her own life in so doing; and you, once you’ve 

got your breath back, slide back into the water again! 

What about the lapsing sins Paul highlights: fornication, greed and idolatry.  Fornication isn’t 

sex as such, it is abusing your own body and abusing someone else’s body.  Exploitation is 

another word.  Greed is the opposite of love and service in relationships with others.  

Idolatry is putting something or someone else in God’s place.  In Corinth, signing up to one 

of the “gods” on offer usually meant signing up to un-Christian behaviour, as well as turning 

your back on God.   Paul is very realistic about both the need to live alongside pagans with 

bad habits, and about Christians not being perfect; but he feels he needs to shout out about 

just taking sinning for granted. 

In the wake of Church scandals of various kinds, and being aware of church courts as a way 

of keeping people who ought to be in prison in a rather softer regime, we are probably less 

impressed by Paul’s advocacy of Christians doing their own justice – as well as being puzzled 



by the notion of the saints judging the world and even judging angels.  It is also fair to point 

out that, in historical terms, Roman justice was often streets ahead of other sorts of justice 

– as Paul and other Apostles found out on occasions.  A bit of background helps.   Greeks 

were about as addicted to litigation as many today are addicted to Facebook etc; and with a 

process of civil litigation that could involve as many as 6,000 jurors on one case, it was hard 

not to be involved.  Much of the litigation was about greed.  Deuteronomy, on the other 

hand, emphasised the Jewish desire to keep out of the civil courts, and to settle disputes 

amicably rather than litigiously.  Paul wanted the new Christian communities not to be torn 

apart by public legal disputes over money etc.  He wanted some tolerance of perceived 

injustice.  He wanted to escape from the legal vengeance culture. 

The saints judging the world idea crops up in Daniel 7, in the Book of Wisdom, and in the 

Book of Enoch.   It is sort of there in Revelation.  Angels get swept up into the same justice 

system.    Arguably, this active role is more attractive than the notion of heaven as an 

everlasting choir practice... pause to record that Sophie’s choir practices are excellent, and 

invariably contain far more praise and encouragement than criticism!   The proper 

theologians might well not back me, but I suspect that the idea of the saints sitting in 

judgement owes quite a lot to anxiety to compensate for the saints in this life all too often 

being judged and condemned by a hostile world. 

Not sure whether it helps, but there is memorable cartoon of one monk saying to another 

monk:  “If thinking about it is as bad as doing it, we’re wasting our time in here”.   Moral: 

Living in the world, however and wherever we live, means engaging with the world, but not 

being taken over by the “ways of the world” where these clash with our beliefs.   Getting on 

top of one lot of temptations can be the slippery path to falling prey to others.  Remember 

the Publican and Sinner story: “I thank God I am not like other people” versus “Sorry, Lord: 

I’ve messed up”.   


